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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission December 5, 1989
Mail Station P1-137

' Washington, D.C. 20555>

Attention: Document Control Desk
,

Gentlemen:

; SUBJECT: Grand Gulf Nuclear Station
L Unit 1

Docket No. 50-416
License No. NPF-29
Quarterly Status Report for RG 1.97;
Neutron Monitoring System
AECM-89/0204

REFERENCES:

1) AECM-89/0013 dated February 6, 1989; RG 1.97 Neutron Monitoring System,
Request for Commitment Modification

i 2) NRC letter dated July 21, 1989 (MAEC-89/0228); GGNS Unit 1 - Post
Accident Monitor

3) AECM-88/0083 dated April 28, 1988; GGNS Plant Specific Design Evaluation
for NEDO 31558

As discussed in Reference 1, SERI requested a change in commitment for RG 1.97
to implement an excore neutron monitoring system in lieu of an incore type
system. The NRC approved SERI's request as discussed in Reference 2 and
requested SERI to continue submitting quarterly status reports for NRC review
and to evaluate options for meeting the RG 1.97 range requirements.

In response to this request, Attachment 1 provides the RG 1.97 Neutron
Monitoring System Quarterly Status report for the period ending
September 30, 1989. This submittal includes those actions completed to date
for the GGNS excore system and a schedule of actions necessary to complete

'
implementation by the fourth GGNS refueling outage. Attachment 2 provides a
milestone schedule of activities required for system implementation.
Attachment 3 is a summary of the SERI considerations for alternate drywell
locations for meeting the RG 1.97 requirements on instrument range.

In addition, status item II.3 of Attachment 1 pertains to the General Electric
BWR Owners Group (GE BWROG) Topical Report; " position on NRC RG 1.97, Rev 3:
Requirements for post Accident Neutron Monitoring System" (NEDO 31558). This
report which provides alternate neutron monitoring system design criteria was
submitted to the NRC for review on April 1, 1988 by the BWROG.
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'As' discussed *in Reference 3 above, SERI also prepared and submitted a GGNS }
plant s'pecific design. evaluation which reviewed the conclusions reached by
NEDO 31558 and justified the existing GGNS neutron monitoring system design to
satis'factorily meet these alternate RG 1,97 requirements.

|
-

-SERI understands that NRC review of NEDO 31558 and the GGNS plant' specific
'

design evaluation is still underway by the NRC. However, based on the
positions considered in these doeuroents the results of the NRC review may '

D conclude that lesser design criteria are acceptable and/or the existing BWR .

: neutron monitoring system designs'are adequate to respond to post accident [
-monitoring conditions for RG 1.97.

'

IIn accordance with OL Condition 2.C (36),'SERI is continuing to pursue
; implement of an excore neutron monitoring system.for'RG 1.97. However; i

'implementation of a system meeting the requirements of RG.1.97 is not~
considered prudent until NRC review of these reports is complete. As ;

discussed with L. L. Kintner (GGNS Project Manager) on November 8,.1989, SERI.
,

intends to submit a request'for extension to the scheduler requirements of
-0.L. Condition 2.C(36) until NRC review and resolution has been completed on

.

this matter. This extension will be submitted via separate letter.

Please advise,'if you require any additional information on this matter.

Yours truly,

g,4> WP ~ _

WTC:be
Attachments -

'

cc: Mr. D. C. Hintz (w/a)
Mr. T. H. Cloninger (w/a)
Mr. R. B. McGehee.(w/a)
Mr. N. S. Reynolds (w/a)

:Mr. H. L. Thomas (w/o) "

Mr. H. 0. Christensen (w/a).

Mr. Stewart D. Ebneter (w/a)
Regional Administrator
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region II
101 Marietta St., N.W., Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323

Mr. L. L. Kintner, Project Manager (w/a)
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop 14B20
Washington, D.C. 20555
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2W R.G. 1.97 NEUTRON MONITORING SYSTEM*

i -

' '

'..
QUARTERLY REPORT

(PERIOD ENDING SEPTEMBER 30, 1989)
,

.I., GENERAL IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE STATUS

'

SERI.is currently progressing on schedule for. implementation of a neutron !
'

monitoring system for RG:1.97 by the fourth GGNS refueling outage. This !
includes overall review of the Excore Neutron Monitoring System for

*

; application to Grand Gulf Nuclear Station. Specifically this has ,|<

involved review and development of design considerations for overall= =

decign criteria including flux monitoring sensitivity,-envirordental
qualification and preparation of system design and. penetration

e specifications. .I
,

The current GGNS design approach involves ~the installation of two
instrument channels of excore fission chambers with two detectors for
each1 channel. ~The detectors will be located on the outside of the shield
wall at a height that will provide the greatest sensitivity for neutron
detection. Under full power or hot operating conditions upon shutdown,'

SERI expects to receive a sensitivity of 10 E-4% to 10 E-5% of full
* power. -This location, even though not meeting the specific low end range

of'10 E-6%, is the optimum approach for detector installation. ',

. Attachment 3 to this request provides a-discussion of the alternate '

locations for detector placement.
'

t

II. SPECIFIC MILESTONE ACTIVITY STATUS

The following provides a discussion of the status.for the specific
milestones shown on-Attachment 2; Milestone Schedule.

1. Perform detailed engineering and design for excore system.

o The Excore Neutron Monitoring System Design Criteria has been ;
drafted and is currently undergoing project review. *

,

o The Excore System Purchase Specification has been drafted and
*

is currently undergoing project review.

o SERI is evaluating the Gamma Metrics environmental-
qualification design criteria for applicability to GGNS.

o The GGNS Containment Penetration Design Specifications for this
system are under developement for establishing the penetration
purchase specification.

>

2. Perform evaluation of GGNS specific excore neutron monitoring system
E range compliance.

L o SERI hac reviewed the locational considerations for installing
the GGNS excore neutron monitoring system to meet the RG 1.97
range requirements of 10 E-6% to 100% power.

-o The SERI evaluation on low end range considerations for
RG 1.97 are provided in Attachment 3 to this report.
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i 3., 'Obtain NRC review of BWROG alternate neutron monitoring position
' report (NEDO 31558).-

'

' -o- The BWROG Topical Report (NEDO 31558) was submitted to the NRC,

H. on April 1, 1988. This report justifies alternate design,

requirements for RG 1.97 on neutron monitoring. To date, NRC
review of'NEDO 31558-has not been received.

i

; 4.- : Develop and issue purchase specification for excore hardware,,

&.
' Future action." ' ~ ~ -o

''t '5. . Develop and issue design change package for GGNS installation'of
h excore system.'

[' o- Future action;
~

' ' '6.. Prepare and st:bmit GGNS Technical Specification change request for
[+, associated neutron monitoring system modification,

o Future' action.
~

, s
" 7..- 'Obtain NRC approval of GGNS Technical Specification changes.

,

o. Future action.
;

~

Receive excore hardware ~onsite for RFO4 installation.. 8.

o ' Future action.

19.- -Install excore system at fourth GGNS refueling outage,

o' Future action.

':
J

b

|
+
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Attachment 2 to AEQt-89/0204
MILESTONE SOEDWJ. FOR INSTALIATION OF EXCDRE NEITIBC1 MONITORlleG SYSTEM PUR R.G.1.37

Ii 1989 1' 1990 RF04
'

11 J J A S .O N D- J F .M A M J J A- S- O N' D
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l' 1 1 1 1
1I I |*

1. Perform detailed engineering and 1| | I
design for excore system il I I I

11 1 I
2. Perform evaluation of excore system Il I RF04 I

range compliance il I i
Il ! I. il I I

3. Obtain NRC review of BWROG alternate II I I
NMS position report (NEDO 31558) 1I I I I I

11 1 I
4. Develop and issue purchase specif1-. 11 I I

cation for excore hardware 1I I I I
il I I

5. Develop and issue design change 11 | I
package for GGNS installation of Ii 1 1 I I
excore system II I I

i1 I i
6. Prepare and submit GGNS Technical II I I

Specification change request for 11 I I I I
associated neutron monitoring system i1 l I
modification 1I I 'I

i1 1 I
7. "Jbtain NRC approval of GGNS Technical 11 l I

specification changes 11 1 l 1 I
11 1 I

B. Receive excore hardware onsite for iI I i
RF04 installation 1I I I I I

11 1 I
9. Install excore system at fourth GGNS ]I | 1

refueling outage il II II
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4
* CONSIDERATIONS FOR RG 1.97 RANGE SENSITIVITY

'

h 2 FOR.EXCORE NEUTRON MONITORING
,

(''
I. Purpose - The purpose of this evaluation is to provide

consideration for alternate excore detector locations and

C acceptability on'the current GGNS design approach in meeting the RG
P 1.97 neutron monitoring system range.

h II..'GGNS Neutron Monitorina System Implementation Requirements - In
p' ' Attachment I to GGNS OL Condition 2C(36), SERI is required to
? . implement a neutron monitoring system to meet the requirements of
k RG 1.97 by startup:from the fourth refueling outage. In

-AECM-89/0013 dated February 6, 1989, SERI' discussed its intent tom

pursue installation of an excore neutron monitoring system to meet,_

[ this-license condition recognizing the need to obtain relief from
to RG 1.97 for the low end range.

'' '

.On July 21,'1989 the NRC approved the SERI commitment to pursue an
excore. neutron flux monitoring system. In this letter, the NRC,

,I requested that SERI consider other locations where the range'

p requirements of RG 1.97 can be met.

h' III..RG 1.97 Neutron Monitoring Requirements - RG 1.97 specifies that

i the BWR variable for neutron flux meet a range of 10 E-6% to 100%
-full power. This is based on it being a type B variable which
provides information to indicate whether plant safety functions are
being accomplished. Specifically, for neutron flux monitoring this

, ,

involves monitoring reactivity control.

IV. Proposed SERI Excore Design Approach - The excore neutron j

'

monitoring system being considered by SERI is similar to that,,

installed by Pennsylvania Power and Light and accepted by the NRC
for RG 1.97 on the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station.

'

SERI proposes to install two instrument channels with two detectors
per channel located on the outside the shield wall. The detectors
will be axially spaced near the mid line of the active core. The
detectors will be designed to have enhanced sensitivity which
involves using enlarged fission chambers encased in a neutron
moderator. The detectors will be seismically supported against the
shield wall, qualified for drywell environment, and separated to
assure continuous monitoring availability. SERI expects to achieve
low end range sensitivity comparable to, but somewhat less, than
that of Susquehanna due to the fact that the GGNS shield wall is
approximately 4 inches thicker than that of Susquehanna.

|
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V.- GGNS Containment Design Limitations - SERI has reviewed, along with
'

p Gamma Metrics Corp., an excore neutron monitoring system for,

,9 alternate plant specific installation and design considerations.-

p' This effort included considerations for various drywell/ shield wall

locations.as follows.' '

-1) Mounting Detector through Shield Wall - During walkdowns of- !
'

-the GGNS Unit 2 shield wall it was determined.that there were i
Ino existing access ports (two ports-required) in the shield

wall similar to that existing at WNP-2 for detector placement.

L It is not practical to bore holes in the GGNS shield wall to >

enable installation of the detector assemblies closer to.the '

i reactor core. . The wall area.to be removed to properly orient
'
.

the detectors would require cutting a six inch hole (detector !
i

* - size is 5.6 inches in diameter and 60 inches long) through the
structural members of the wall which would require extensive -

reanalysis of stresses induced by dynamic loads. ThisH

; approach would also create higher radiation levels in the.
,

drywell due to gamma streaming through the penetration. ALARA
burdens and airborne contamination during boring activities |

'

would be inherently restrictive,
b ;

2) Mounting Detector in Annulus Between Thermal Insulation and t

Dioshield - This approach would requiro vessel insulation
,,

L modifications, special mounting techniques and additional
detector qualification. The clearance between the metallic i
insulation and the GGNS shield wall is only 3 to 4-inches.
Since the detector is approximately 6 inches in diameter, this
would require removal and modification of the insulation to ,

provide for detector clearance and mounting. This would also ;

create added ALARA concerns during detector installation. '

l
F 3) Mounting Detector Inside Thermal Insulation - Mounting the ,

detector between the vessel and the thermal insulation would
create a significantly higher thermal environment for excore
system operation during normal operation (approximately *

500"F). This approach would require detector redesign and "

qualification for a temperature application beyond that known
to be qualified to date. This approach would also create
higher radiation exposures and special detector mounting [
considerations similar to that for the annulus location. -

Neither of these approaches have been implemented on BWRs. i

' Each of the above options are expected to add significantly to the ,

cost of the monitoring system due to additional qualification ,

and/or related additional plant nodifications along with greater
ALARA concerns. These approaches are not feasible or practical
with today's technology. Therefore, it is not considered cost
effective by SERI to pursue these designs.

,

-
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V. 'GGNS Excore System Design Experience - During the second GGNS . I

refueling outage, SERI installed excore monitoring instrumentation
similar to that being considered by SERI for installation on GGNS ,

I for-RG 1.97. '

*
,

t[ ,
From'the. temporary teot set up with one detector, GGNS was able to |
estimate a minimum detectable power (MDP) of 2.86 E-3% power.. This t1 4

. power level was estimated from detector output converted to counts
h. per second (eps) obtained at approx. 5% power assuming a linear- ,

. relationship between %-power and eps at cold conditions. This '
,

;, assumes that there will be no more than a 0.IV noise level and a |
[ signal to noise ratio of 3 is achievable. With 2 detectors per

'
c channel it-is likely that.the GGNS MDP will improve by a factor of

! 0.5 (MDP as-low as 1.43 E-3%) under cold conditions. Improvement
.

{[
'in MDP will'be expected under_ rated temperature and pressure
conditions. The GGNS MDP is expected to be comparable to that

.

obtained by Susquehanna Steam Electric Station (10 E-4% to 10 E-5% |
t power under hot conditions). ;

o

Pollowing the installation of the excore HMS, GGNS will establish a !
MDP based on detector output at rated conditions throughout the*

N power range. The calculated MDP from this collected data will .[
assume.a linear relationship between percent power and detector ,

output (neglecting minor changes in this relationship due to void
'

fraction changes, different rod patterns, drywell humidity [
variances, etc.). .

"
VI. Acceptability of Reduced Low End Range Sensitivity -

I _A. Operator Actions Based on BWR Emergency Procedure Guidelines
(EPGs) and GGNS Emergency Procedures (EPs)- On April 1, 1988
the GE BWR Owners Group submitted Licensing Topical Report,

';
.

'-" Position on NRC Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 3t

Requirements for Post-Accident Neutron Monitoring System" t

U (NEDO 31558). This Topical Report provides an event analysis i

of the neutron monitoring system functions for post accident
use. The results of this analysis provided alternate neutron

.

[ monitoring functional design criteria for Reg Guide 1.97. In

[- this report a neutron monitoring instrument range alternate
requirement of 1.0 to 100% power was proposed. This is based
on the fact that if successful scram occurs, post-accident
neutron monitoring is not meaningful and reactivity control is ;

assured by control rod position indication. The alternate
requirement covers the possible ATWS conditions from ,

immediately after the scram failure until power has been |n
reduced to below the APRM downscale alarm of approximately 3%
power. This will allow the monitoring of reactor power as
ATWS mitigating actions are taken as instructed by the EPGs.

|

|

,
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- An indication range below 1% is not necessary since neutron

flux information would only confirm that the plant is shutdown

g' ' currently, it would not ensure reactivity control as reactor
' temperature decreaces. Monitoring neutron flux under such a .i

partial shutdown situation is of relatively low significance
.to plant safety due to the' inherent safety of the BWR design +;

which establishes negative reactivity feedback for control of
,

the fission reaction. If the plant is shutdown with liquid
'

-boron, it is more important to measure boron concentration ,

:
_ directly by sampling reactor water than to measure it |_

indirectly with neutron flux indication. This reactivity
'

control approach is consistent with that.taken in the GGNS j

Emergency Procedures. The APRM downscale alarm for GGNS has t
,,

been determined to be 4%. :

As discussed in SERI letter dated April 28, 1988'

(AECM-88/0083), it was recognized that even though the event
for which neutron monitoring is required has been determined
to be an ATWS, the operator may need to determine reactor }
power.during certain design basis accident events. This is
primarily due to the symptomatic operator actions required by''

the BWR EpGs and GGNS EPs. Even under these conditions the
operator actions for neutron monitoring will be based on flux .

'

levels for measuring, approx. I to 4% power only. Therefore,
a range down to 10 E-4% power is more than adequate to monitor ;

flux levels for accident response. In addition, based on the
expected insertion time and the existing environmental ;

qualification of the IRMs as. discussed in AECM-89/0083, the '

IRMs would also be expected to be available to monitor reactor ,

( power under these conditions. |

B.' postulated Severe Accident Conditions - If under a postulated !

event where the reactor core undergoes a severe accident
,

'(beyond that required for monitoring by RG 1.97 for Type B
variables) the environmental conditions in the drywell would ;

be expected to be greater than that designed for under a DBA ~

L LOCA. Instrumentation requirements for monitoring neutron
flux for conditions beyond the DBA environmented envelopes has

,

not baen justified and instrumentation is not known to exist ,

..
which is qualified to monitor under these conditions. |

? However, if such an event were postulated and neutron
monitoring instrumentation were to prove useful, then
instrumentation locations external to the shield wall and the
thermal insulation would be more likely to survive than
instrumentation located immediately in the reactor vessel -

area.

'"herefore, based on the above, the current GGNS design approach is
considered adequate to monitor neutron flux levels post accident. -
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